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ePIPE GRANTED THREE PATENT ALLOWANCES

P

ipe Restoration Technologies, LLC (PRT),
makers of the ePIPE®, Lead-Free, Leak-Free™
and LeadSmart® product lines, recently
announced that it has received three Notices of
Allowances from the U.S. patent office for the
company’s
patent
application
numbers
15/254324, 15/164268 and 15/449454. These allowances cover the ePIPE process in providing
methods of placing a protective barrier coating for leak sealing protection and lead (Pb) reduction in
underground drinking water pipes.
Pipes protected with ePIPE reduce the leaching of toxic lead and copper into drinking water to
well below U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and World Health Organization (WHO)
cut-off levels. Pipes from as small as ½ in (13 mm) diameter can be protected in-place using the
patented ePIPE system and materials. The protection of lead service lines (LSLs) can be completed
under four hours per line and often with no excavation on the home owner’s property.
These patent grants and allowances adds to the company’s patent portfolio of over 20 issued
patents in various countries, including the U.S.
The Water Research Foundation Report 4351 released in March 2017, recommends coating LSLs
be considered an option to replacement. This study was jointly funded by the Water Research
Foundation (WRF) and the EPA.
For protecting LSLs in-place the ePIPE solution has been part of one of the world’s largest lead
pipe remediation programmes in Greater London, UK involving some 30,000 lead water supply
pipes. LSLs run underground from the water main to the curb stop tap (valve) at each property; that
same pipe may also run to the supply tap inside a house. ePIPE is approved to US NSF Std. 61 and
UK’s DWI Reg 31 (4)(a) with a 2 hour return to service.
ePIPE’s epoxy coating is claimed to be one of the fastest NSF Standard 61 and DWI Regulation
31 approved return-to-service epoxy lining products in the world. ePIPE is engineered and patented
for protecting drinking water pipes from leaks and bringing lead leaching into compliance to the
stringent WHO’s cut off level of 10 ppb (µg/l). Website: www.epipeinfo.com

LOGISTEC ACQUIRES A MAJORITY INTEREST IN FER-PAL
Logistec Corporation, a marine and environmental services
provider, recently announced that it has acquired 51% of the
shares of FER-PAL Construction Ltd. (FER-PAL), a
trenchless technology company that offers complete water
main rehabilitation solutions, for an aggregate purchase price
of $49.5 million, subject to adjustments.
Established in 1986 and based in Toronto, Ontario, FERPAL specialises in water main rehabilitation projects utilising
trenchless technologies of all types and sizes for
municipalities in Canada and the United States, including the Aqua-Pipe technology.
FER-PAL has enjoyed a longstanding relationship with Sanexen Environmental Services Inc.
(Sanexen), a subsidiary of Logistec, which has developed the proprietary technology for the
trenchless rehabilitation of water mains, commercialised under the name Aqua-Pipe. For the year
ended 31 December, 2016, FER-PAL generated revenues of $97.4 million and profit attributable to
owners of $8.2 million.
“We are very proud to have cemented our relationship with FER-PAL and its dynamic
management team.” said Madeleine Paquin, President and CEO of Logistec Corporation. “Shaun
McKaigue and his colleagues have built tremendous expertise and know-how in the water main
rehabilitation business and together, we are confident to have the best team to successfully expand
our footprint throughout North America.” added Ms Paquin.
The vendors retain 49% of the shares of FER-PAL, which will be subject to a put option,
exercisable by the vendors at any time after 6 July, 2021, to sell all the remaining shares to Logistec
in three equal tranches over a two year period for cash consideration based on a predetermined
purchase price formula, as well as to a call option, exercisable by Logistec at any time after 6 July,
2022, to purchase all the remaining shares from the vendors on the same terms.
FER-PAL’s management team, including its President, Shaun McKaigue, its Vice-President,
Project Management, Francesco Garcea, and its Vice-President, Operations, Gerald Ramsay, will
continue to lead FER-PAL in their current roles following the transaction.
As part of the transaction, Sanexen and FER-PAL have extended the terms of their contractual
relationship, which include exclusivity rights in favour of FER-PAL to market and promote
Sanexen’s structural liner products in several Canadian provinces and U.S. states. Website:
www.logistec.com
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SUBSITE® ELECTRONICS ACQUIRES CAMERA
INSPECTION CAPABILITIES

S
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®

ubsite Electronics, a Charles Machine Works Company,
has announced the acquisition of the assets of R.S.
Technical Services, Inc. (RST), an innovator in the design and
manufacture of closed-circuit television remote inspection
and monitoring cameras. The deal adds proven camera
inspection capabilities to Subsite’s robust line of
Underground Awareness™ solutions.
“This acquisition adds a significant offering for lining
contractors and municipalities in the rehab and replacement
market broadening our solutions in the life cycle of the pipe.”
says Rick Johnson, CEO of Subsite’s parent company, Charles Machine Works. “It will also help
support our current HDD customers who are diversifying into areas like cross bore inspection
work.”
RST camera systems feature single conductor technology, which accommodates all power feed
and return functions in a single cable. Past RST innovations include the first true pan-tilt camera
with tracking lights from a U.S. manufacturer, the first steerable storm drain tractor or large pipeline
tractor, the first single conductor laser and sonar profiling systems, and many more.
“Their culture of innovation and customer service is a perfect fit with our own drive to bring
customer-driven innovative solutions to the underground construction industry.” Johnson said.
Operations will continue in Petaluma, California, and Mt. Sterling, Kentucky, and RST products
will be continue to be available through the current RST dealer network. Website: www.subsite.com

STEVE VICK ENGINEER WINS IGEM YPPC 2017

M

SPONSORS LINKS

atthew Maclennan, Mechanical Design Engineer with Steve Vick International (SVI), was
announced as IGEM’s 2017 Young Persons Paper Competition winner at a prestigious event
held at the IET Birmingham, Austin Court, UK on Thursday 15 June. The grand final of this year’s
competition saw nine heat winners showcase the best engineering and management talent from
around the industry and compete to be crowned the winner. The finalists were drawn from across
IGEM’s District Sections in the UK as well as from New Zealand and Hong Kong.
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Matt won the title for his Paper on the development of the
SMARTester, a product developed by SVI as an NIA project for Wales
& West Utilities, in which Matt played a key role amongst other
members of the design team. He wins an iPad Mini and an all-expenses
paid trip to the World Gas Conference 2018 in Washington DC, USA
In summarising the new gas pressure tester, Matt said: “This is a
product that gives the engineer a highly accurate pressure sensor
connected to a Smart Phone App, developed specifically to test gas
installations and mains for tightness and strength. It allows evidence
traceability and offers a simple, accurate way to report live pressure
tests back to an office database.”.
The sensor provides pressure readings up to four times a second
using Bluetooth connectivity. It has an on-board calibration certificate
that is downloaded and checked every time the sensor is connected to a
smartphone or tablet.
The App uses the latest IGEM standards and when a test is complete,
the data is transmitted to the back office where test certificates can be Matthew Maclennan,
mechanical design
generated and a live map of test activity viewed.
All finalists had already submitted an abstract on their chosen subject engineer with Steve
and made a presentation before judges to win their individual Section Vick International
heats during March and April. To compete in the final, they had to (SVI), receives the
prepare a 1,500 word report, make a 15 minute presentation and prestigious IGEM 2017
Young Persons Paper
answer questions from the panel of industry experts.
This year’s YPPC judges have together clocked up almost 130 years’ Competition Award
experience in the Industry! They were Andy McPhee, Director and from IGEM President,
Partner of Rune Associates Limited and Chair of IGEM Professional Sheila Lauchlan.
Development Committee, Pauline Walsh, Director of Gas
Transmission at National Grid, Graeme Cleeton, Vice President UK Operations, ULC Robotics, Inc,
Sheila Lauchlan, IGEM President and Director of Edinburgh based consultancy Perfect Dimensions
Ltd. and Rob Lumb, Mechanical Design Engineer with Synthotech and YPPC 2016 runner up.
Having won the South West & Wales Section heats on 21 March in Newport, Wales, UK Matt
will now have his name engraved on the prestigious IGEM YPPC trophy and will receive a mini
replica trophy to keep.
Matt Maclennan is 34 and studied mechanical engineering. His career path has taken him via
building engines for race cars and aircraft components for GKN Aerospace before joining SVI two
years ago. Matt said: “I am honoured to win the YPPC 2017, especially against such talent from all
over the world, not just the UK.”

T.A. DRILLING AND JAKOB THALER
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T

.A. Drilling is the exclusive dealer for the
Jakob Thaler range of Winches, Cable Drum
Trailers, Specialist Trailers, Fibre Optic installation
equipment and associated accessories including
cable rollers.
Founded in 1964 Jakob Thaler brought the idea of
automatic cable laying to the North of Germany.
From this, many products for the installation of
underground and overhead cables were developed
and manufactured.
Starting with the ‘Cable Dog’, the product range
expanded to include Cable Pulling Winches and T.A. Drilling is the exclusive dealer for the
Cable Drum Trailers followed by Reeling Jakob Thaler range.
Machinery. In the course of the time special
machines were created for different uses including Thaler winches for pipe renovation.
Long experience in the cable laying industry enables Jakob Thaler to always be at the forefront of
development, an example of which is the Cable Blowing System ‘Fiberjet’. This machine is for
blowing in cables with a length of 4,000 m and a speed of 100 m/min.
For their latest innovation the Jakob Thaler team developed the ‘TFC1’ which automatically
controls the process while blowing in Fibre Optic Cables. It can be used regardless of which brand
of blowing-in system is used.
All the required data is entered via a smartphone or tablet, for example information about project,
compressor or used gliding means. The pipe and cable parameters can be selected via dropdownmenu. The data transfer from smartphone/tablet to TFC1 is by Wi-Fi connection. An internal
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memory saves all input data which can be used
for the next project, the same information does
not have to be entered again.
A detailed graph shows actual data of
blowing-in process: cable length, which is
already blown in, air pressure and cable speed.
The same graph is also shown in the protocol.
Additionally, a chart documents every meter
which can be analysed if required.
Every protocol can be read as pdf-file on the
internal memory via USB-port or on
smartphone/tablet via Wi-Fi connection. With The Jakob Thaler TFC1 unit automatically
an internet enabled smartphone the protocols controls the process while blowing in Fibre
Optic Cables
can directly be send as an email.
The latest Jakob Thaler winches have a
pulling force up to 20,000 daN. All Jakob Thaler Winches represent the most advanced technical
level and fulfil the rules of the cable industry Telecom and energy supplying companies.
Cable drum trailers are available with a payload up to 50,000 kg and represent the most modern
technical standards and fulfil regulations of the cable and energy industry as well as the telecom.
The trailers are customised to fit in the customers’ requirements and are working all around the
world with one recently supplied in the UK to O’Connor Utilities which also runs Jakob Thaler
Winches.
Thaler is known for its ability to translate particular customer requirements into reality. This along
with its service, support and sales partner in the UK, T.A. Drilling, its is claimed makes Jakob
Thaler the ‘go to’ company for Cable Installation and Transport equipment in the UK and Ireland.
T.A. Drillling has a 5 t winch available for demonstrations anywhere in country
T.A. Drilling is also the exclusive dealer for American Augers, Toro, Sitetec, TerraMacs, Colli,
Melfred Borzall, Sharewell, Railhead and Mincon products and also distributes Baroid/Cebo drilling
fluids, Hunting Iberia Drill Pipe, Digitrak systems (including sales, training, service and
calibration), Jetlube, DCD and Brewis products. Website: www.tadrilling.co.uk
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“Compact and Powerful” The versatile Terramac mini mac range offers the smallest
footprint and most powerful compact horizontal direction drills available . Excavator mounted,
pit launched or surface launched with stand alone power packs and mixing
systems all in one neat package.

For more information
Contact your UK dealer TA Drilling today.
Tel: 01424 854112
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EXPANDING OPTIONS ACROSS THE C.J. KELLY RANGE

C

.J. Kelly Associates, the official UK
distributor and Service Centre for the
UK for Picote equipment, as well as the UK
and Ireland distributor for internationally
renowned names such as Brawoliner, MC
Construction Chemicals, OSSCAD, SprayLiner, Härke and the Patch Box system,
recently announced major moves in its
business to meet the growing demand for
cost effective options across the pipeline and
trenchless technology markets.
C.J. Kelly Associates recently moved into
new facilities. The new building comprises
some 1,800 square feet of space and includes
new offices, an equipment showroom as well The new arrangement between Picote, C.J. Kelly
as a conference/meeting and training facility Associates and Vp plc’s Stopper Specialists is
and also expanded storage facilities covering signed off at the recent Drain-Ex 2017 event in
all of the products offered by C.J. Kelly - all Harrogate.
set in idyllic rural surroundings near
Peterborough, Cambridgeshire, UK.
The company’s expansion into the new facility enhances it capability to offer a broader range of
equipment whilst keeping larger stocks for quicker response to customer enquiries, as well as the
capacity to train new operators and update existing users to the latest innovations offered across the
range.
STOPPER SPECIALISTS
In relation to the Picote range of equipment, whilst C.J. Kelly Associates will concentrate on
supporting the sales and servicing of Picote equipment throughout the UK, in association with
Picote Solutions of Finland an agreement has been reached with Stopper Specialists that will utilise
the company’s country-wide network of hire depots for the provision of Picote equipment on a hire
basis.
Available to hire will be the Picote range of milling machines as well as the well-known, awardwinning Smart Cutter lateral cutter and lateral re-opening systems, and the highly effective range of
Picote high-speed drain cleaning equipment, including a recently expanded range of specialist
brushes and tools for PVC pipes as well as other innovative drain lining tools and equipment.
C.J. Kelly will continue to offer the broad based support for the equipment from its new
Peterborough headquarters, and will provide training and support to Stopper Specialists.
John Wilson, from Stopper Specialists said: “The arrangement with C.J. Kelly and Picote as the
official hire partner for the Picote range in the U.K. complements our other division’s activities and
range of products extremely well, whilst giving us a strong foothold in a hire market that we have
been investigating with interest. We look forward to working closely with Picote and C.J Kelly to
develop this market to its fullest extent, and feel that the product range has a very strong potential in
the UK hire sector.”
NEW TOP HAT KIT
As well as the new arrangement for the Picote systems, C.J. Kelly is also now offering a newly
developed Top Hat Kit or Lateral connection collar starter kit which is designed to revolutionise the
sealing operations around lateral/mains joints. The new kit comprises:

1 control unit (for Ambient cure installations)

1 Packer Framework

1 Packer cover

4 Connection Collars

4 resin units (using Silicate MC 250OMPL resin)
The kit is designed to be easy to use for the operator with
minimal training requirements even for those unfamiliar with
the installation of lateral connections.
The kit is available in three forms including a kit for 4 in
(100 mm) diameter pipes, one for 6 in (150 mm) diameter
pipes or a combined 4 in and 6 in diameter kit in one set. The
new Top Hat Kit is exclusively available only from C J Kelly
Associates and approved partners.
The new Top Hat Kit available both for sale through C.J.
Kelly and on hire from Vp plc’s Stopper Specialist division.
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C.J. Kelly Associates’ new facilities near Peterborough showing left: The new product
Showroom and right: The main warehouse. The new facility also houses new offices, a
conference/meeting and training facility and also expanded storage facilities covering all of the
products offered by C.J. Kelly.
Sales and support of the new Top Hat Kit will be managed by C.J. Kelly Associates. However, in
another deal, the new kit will also be also available through Stopper Specialists.
Commenting on the recent move and new agreements John Kelly Senior Partner with CJ Kelly
Associates said: “It has long been the aim of the company to offer the UK and Ireland market a
broader, quicker and more effective service both in terms of equipment availability and consultancy
options. The new offices will enable us to do this for many years to come, whilst enhancing the
training options currently available.”
“Furthermore,” John said: “we have worked hard to find the right hire operation for the
distribution of Picote’s products and the new Top Hat kit into the UK hire market. We feel this we
have found in Stopper Specialists. The company’s long-established name in equipment hire and its
extensive network of hire depots offers exactly what is required to give Picote equipment and the
new Top Hat system the foothold required from the rental viewpoint. We see a very strong future for
this new technology as well as our existing ranges in the UK market.” Website: www.cjkelly.com
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NUMA ANNOUNCES IRELAND DISTRIBUTOR

N

uma, one of the world’s leading drilling technology
providers, recently announced the addition of Drilling
Supplies Europe (DSE) as its new distributor in Ireland.
DSE is a leading supplier and manufacturer of consumables
and equipment to the ground engineering market and brings
a wealth of drilling experience to support the Numa DTH
hammer and bit product line.
Established in 2001, DSE was formed to cater to the new
and expanding HDD sector in Ireland. The company
supplied the day to day consumables such as drilling heads,
dies and drilling fluids. In March 2017, industry veteran Niall Meehan took over as owner and
managing director of DSE. Niall has over 20 years of industry experience and has completed
numerous projects in the fields of water well, geotechnical, environmental, geothermal, trenchless,
CBM and Shale and Gas Storage.
DSE brings a great depth of experience to customers along with extensive product knowledge,
practical solutions and a friendly service. The company also represents many other leading brands
from drilling fluids to drilling rigs, compressors and mud pumps. The combination of a wide range
of products, now including Numa DTH hammers and bits, allows DSE to tailor drilling packages to
the specific needs of customers in the region.
Ralph Leonard, President of Numa, commented: “We are delighted to have partnered with DSE
for the distribution of Numa’s DTH products. DSE is an extremely knowledgeable company focused
on service and support which is an essential component to our continued expansion in the European
market.”
Niall Meehan owner of DSE added: “Numa is a highly versatile and innovative manufacturer with
a big future. We are proud to be aligned with such a top flight organisation as we continue to
provide the right solutions for our customers.” Website: www.numahammers.com
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VIP APPOINTS APPROVED INSTALLER

E

vesham based JM contracting has been announced by UK pipe seal
manufacturers VIP Polymers Ltd as an approved installer of the VIPWECO trenchless pipe repair seal. With over 40 years’ experience of
pipeline installation and renovation, JM will utilise its highly skilled team
to perform VIP-WECO installations both in the UK and Internationally.
Managing Director John Mitchell commented: “This is a great
opportunity for JM Contracting to further develop the range of civil
engineering services we already provide to the UK water industry. In
conjunction with our Confined Space partners Enviromontel, we hold all
of the necessary confined space accreditations required by the UK water
companies.”
John continued: “The VIP-WECO sealing system is one we are obviously very familiar with
having installed several hundred over the years and we are very happy to be an approved installer
for VIP as it allows us to work with a company who can provide the product support needed as each
project is bespoke. With the trend moving towards No-Dig repairs and trenchless rehabilitation of
pipelines due to the cost savings the technology brings along with reduced disruption to both
services and road/pedestrian traffic, we see some very exciting opportunities within the UK water
industry.”
The VIP-WECO trenchless internal repair seal has been proven in water systems worldwide for
over 40 years. With a lifespan of 50+ years, the VIP-WECO provides a permanent mechanical
repair for pipes made from ductile iron, GRP, plastic, clay, steel and concrete of any shape and
diameters up to DN3500.
Capable of withstanding internal pressure of up to 20 bar and external pressure of up to 2 bar, the
VIP-WECO is WRAS approved and fully compliant with BS6920, making it ideally suited to waste
and potable water distribution repairs.
Installed in as little as 40 minutes, the VIP-WECO is also commonly used in end liner
applications, sealing between the lined pipe and the original pipe surface.
Business Development Manager for VIP-WECO, Jim Shaw commented: “While we are able to
provide installation training for the VIP-WECO, partnering with JM provides a great opportunity for
VIP to offer our clients the complete trenchless repair installation service.”
Website: www.vip-polymers.com
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NEW UTILITIES FOR MONTERREY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

R

ecently in Monterrey, Nuevo Leon,
Mexico, contractor Ingenieria En
Tuneles Y Redes S.A. DE C.V. (InturlCA)
has been installing new utilities for
Monterrey International Airport on the
Ampliación de Plataformas En Aeropuerto
de Monterrey project which led to the first
ever guided auger boring installation in
Mexico.
InturlCA is the largest auger boring
contractor in Mexico, has 15 years of
experience in the industry and owns a fleet of
auger bore machines. Despite all their
success, their ability to provide an accurate
alignment has been absent from their toolbox
- until now.
On one run InturlCA was tasked with The first ever guided auger bore takes place at
installing 197 ft (60m) of 36 in (915 mm) Monterrey International Airport.
diameter steel casing to meet a utility
junction box on the south side of a taxiway. This challenge was compounded by the region’s ground
conditions which contained 5,000 psi weathered rock. In addition, there was minimal cover above
the proposed alignment and the utility work could not disrupt taxiway traffic.
InturlCA reached out to Underground Construction Supply (UCS), the dealer for Akkerman in
Mexico to procure equipment and tooling capable of
assisting their auger boring machine for this run.
After review of the project with UCS, the Rock Drill
Adapter (RDA) with a TriHawk® I drill bit for a pilot
tube installation in rock, and a Guide Rod Swivel
(GRS) 50 to increase to the 36 in (915 mm) diameter
steel casing diameter were selected to round out its
GBM 240A system package.
Since this was the contractor’s first project guiding
their auger boring machine, an Akkerman field
technician was mobilised to instruct the crew on the
pilot tube installation process with the RDA, GRS-50
operation
as
well
as
make
lubrication
recommendations based on the tooling’s reaction to
the ground.
InturlCA’s crew quickly picked up on the method
for precise incremental steering corrections to keep
the pilot tubes on line and grade using the RDA and
drill bit tooling. Two days later, the pilot tubes were
across and they were ready for the 36 in (915 mm)
diameter steel casing installation with the GRS-50.
After minimal GRS-50 instruction, the Akkerman
field technicians returned home and the InturlCA
crew completed the remainder of the alignment
which finished on 12 June 2017.
Word has travelled fast about InturlCA’s
successful guided auger bore, which has lead to
additional opportunities in the area.
The company added a 459 ft (140 m) alignment to
the contract at the airport to install 24 in (610 mm)
diameter steel casing for a fuel line in cemented
rock.
The company also has a 358 ft (109 m) diameter
steel casing bore on its schedule in Columbia, Nuevo
Leon which will take place in the near future.
InturlCA, like the many auger boring/guided auger
boring contractors before it, has discovered that the
ability for a accurate installation opens the door to
new opportunities to go further, faster, in harder
ground while reducing overall project costs. Website:
www.akkerman.com
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RECORD-BREAKING CROSSOVER TBM MAKES FINAL
BREAKTHROUGH

O

n 8 June, 2017, a select group of project
officials, including Mexico’s President Enrique
Peña Nieto, celebrated the final breakthrough of an
epic tunneling project. The 8.7 m (28.5 ft) diameter
Robbins Crossover TBM is the first such hybrid
machine to operate in North America, and it
completed the Túnel Emisor Poniente (TEP) II on a
high note. The TBM, known an XRE - a Crossover
(X) between Rock (R) and EPB (E) TBMs navigated fault zones, variable ground, low cover,
and more to achieve a national record of 57 m (187 ft)
in one day as well as maximum rates of 231 m (758
ft) in one week and 702 m (2,303 ft) in one month.
“The XRE has a great advantage as it is designed to
work in open and/or closed mode (EPB); allowing it
to excavate the tunnel either in soil or in rock. We
have verified that its performance was very efficient.”
said Ing. Juan Alberto Herrera Moro y Castillo, TEP
II Section Chief for owner CONAGUA, Mexico’s
National Water Commission.
The unique machine and its Robbins continuous
conveyor system were built on location using Onsite
First Time Assembly (OFTA), and designed for a
contractor consortium of Aldesem, Proacon, and
Recsa. The Robbins XRE TBM featured components
like a convertible cutterhead with interchangeable
cutting tools, interchangeable TBM belt conveyor and
screw conveyor, and multi-speed gearboxes to
increase torque for tunnelling through difficult
ground. “The benefits of the design are in its
exceptional thrust power and in the ease of changing
the cutterhead torque. This makes the process much Robbins Field Service Personnel assisted
easier should the machine become stuck in difficult the crew with a complex bore through
ground.” said Alberto Martinez, head of the cover as low as 4.0 m (26.2 ft) between
the tunnel crown and building
tunnelling department for RECSA.
The XRE machine was launched in August 2015 to foundations.
bore the 5.8 km (3.6 mile) long wastewater tunnel. The machine was set up in a hard rock
configuration and mounted with 20 in (500 mm) diameter disc cutters. Early in 2016 the TBM hit
the first of several contact zones, a 30 m (98.4 ft) wide fault of fractured and blocky rock. While the
excavation through the contact zone was slow going, progress picked up again in the more
competent andesite rock. After an intermediate breakthrough in March 2016 into an 80 m (262.5 ft)
deep shaft followed by inspection and maintenance, the TBM continued on.
While boring in fractured andesite rock in autumn 2016, the TBM encountered a naturally
occurring cavern believed to be the result of either a rock fall in a transition zone, or an old,
underground lake body that had eroded the rock away. The cavern was estimated at 90 m3 (3,200
ft3) in size, including about 57 m3 (2,010 ft3) of unstable floor area. The TBM was stopped and
immediate measures were taken to stabilise the ground in front of the machine with polyurethane
foam before filling the cavern with a mixture of pea gravel and grout.
By the end of October 2016, the TBM had reached a final 900 m (2,950 ft) long section of soft
ground, where it was converted to EPB mode. In this final reach of tunnel with low cover, the
distance from the top of the tunnel to residential home foundations was as low as 4 m (13 ft), and
the ground had the consistency of reconsolidated soil. In order to stabilise the soft soils and
minimise the risk of settlement below the residential area, the tunnelling crew drilled from the
surface and installed 890 micro-piles at 1.0 m (3.3 ft) intervals. “We were able to do this without
causing damage to property owned by neighbours in the zone bordering the path of TEP II, or to the
road or the urban infrastructure installed in that area.” explained Ing. Francisco Miguel Lopez,
Jobsite Manager TEP II for contractor Aldesa.
Now that tunnelling is complete, the tunnel will receive a secondary concrete lining of 350 mm
(14 in) thickness before going into service. The wastewater tunnel will overhaul the current system
in western areas outside of Mexico City and serve to prevent recurrent flooding in Valle Dorado. In
particular, the tunnel will benefit the cities of Cuautital Izcalli, Tlalnepantla, and Atizapan de
Zaragoza, which altogether are home to 2.1 million inhabitants. Website: www.robbinstbm.com
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HERRENKNECHT SUCCESSES ACROSS EUROPE
AND NORTH AMERICA

L

os Angeles is a vibrant centre of international film art
and innovation - not just on the surface. The area
below ground is the scene of state-of-the-art engineering
achievements. German high-tech machines from
Herrenknecht are creating underground arteries for the
American city. Tunnel boring machine (TBM) ‘Harriet’
successfully completed her drive for the Crenshaw/LAX
Transit Project in April 2017. Machine ‘Angeli’ also just
finished digging the first of two tunnels for the Regional
Connector Transit Corridor on 18 July, 2017. From spring
2018 onward the tunnel boring stars will have additional EPB Shield ‘Harriet’ completes its
company: for each of the ‘Purple Line Extension Sections 3.2 km tunnel under Los Angeles.
1 + 2’, two more Herrenknecht TBMs will be working
their way through the difficult ground. All three projects are part of the strategic subway extension
in L.A. to relieve the traffic above ground.
Whilst in Eptingen, Canton of Basel-Country, Switzerland the shell of the Belchen rehabilitation
tunnel has been completed. Tunnelling ended successfully in Eptingen in the Swiss canton of BaselCountry on 21 June, 2017, three months ahead of schedule. The tunnel boring machine (TBM)
(diameter 13.91 m) designed and manufactured
specifically for this purpose at the Herrenknecht plant in
Schwanau, Germany, excavated 3.2 km of tunnel
through complex geology in only 16 months. The new
structure is the prerequisite for rapid and economic
rehabilitation of the two existing parallel road tunnel
tubes. Website: www.herrenknecht.com
Miners and project managers celebrate the
breakthrough of the tunnel boring machine at
Belchen.
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LONG DISTANCE HDD CROSSING FOR LAKE SAKAKAWEA
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Paradigm utilised HDD to install two 16 in (400 mm) diameter pipelines beneath Lake
Sakakawea in North Dakota, USA for the transport of crude oil and natural gas.

F

or most energy companies, planning to install a pipeline crossing beneath a sensitive resource
over a length exceeding 10,000 ft (3,050 m) may seem like a daunting task. This challenging
scenario resulted as Paradigm Energy Partners, LLC (Paradigm) was selecting the route for two
proposed 16 in (400 mm) diameter pipelines which would connect crude oil and natural gas markets
in McKenzie and Mountrail Counties, North Dakota, USA.
The selected route would require Paradigm to cross Lake Sakakawea within the Fort Berthold
Reservation, roughly 8 miles (13 km) south of New Town, North Dakota and comply with the
newly‐adopted guidelines for horizontal directional drilling (HDD) as published in the ‘Garrison
Project – Lake Sakakawea Oil and Gas Management Plan’.
With HDD as the only realistic method of installing a crossing of that length, Paradigm enlisted
the services of J. D. Hair & Associates (JDH&A) to develop designs that could be used to
successfully traverse the lake. After reviewing the existing conditions and available details of the
area, preliminary HDD crossing designs exceeding 11,000 ft (3,353 m) in length were developed as
a basis for subsequent site characterisation efforts.
SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATION
For an HDD installation, an understanding of the subsurface conditions in the vicinity of the
proposed crossing is essential to determining if the crossing is technically feasible. While crossing
length and pipe diameter are also critical components that must be considered, technical feasibility
is primarily limited by subsurface conditions.
Alternatively, to address the environmental issues and constraints associated with performing
construction activities on or adjacent to Lake Sakakawea, the project team consisting of Paradigm,
JDH&A, Barr Engineering as the geotechnical consultant, and Michels as the selected HDD
contractor, completed a detailed review of the local geology along with two land‐based exploratory
bores located near the proposed HDD end points. Additionally, logs from multiple bores completed
in 2002 at the site of the Four Bears Bridge were reviewed to provide a characterisation of the
subsurface conditions beneath the lake.
A review of the regional geology indicated that the geologic conditions along the proposed
crossing alignment generally consisted of sedimentary bedrock overlain by alluvial deposits in the
Missouri River channel and thin glacial deposits in the upland areas. The alluvium in the Missouri
River channel consists of two kinds of sediment: 1) sand and gravel deposited in the channel by
normal river activity; and 2) silt and clay deposited by overbank flow during floods. The upper
bedrock formations surrounding the lake were noted to consist of silt and clay which have lithified
into layers of mudstone, claystone, siltstone, and shale ranging in thickness from a few inches to
more than 10 ft (3 m).
In December of 2014, Barr began work on two exploratory bores near the proposed entry and exit
point locations, both of which extended to depths of
approximately 210 ft (64 m) below the ground surface.
These bores generally confirmed the results of the local
geological review, showing evidence of sand, clay, and
alternating layers of coal, clay shale, and mudstone.
Considering the results of the site‐specific exploratory
borings, the historic borings at Four Bears Bridge, and
the local geological review, the project team concluded
that the subsurface conditions were conducive to the
use of HDD.
Stringing the new 16 in (400 mm) diameter steel
pipelines during the pull-in operation.
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HDD DESIGN
With the primary objective being to install two 16 in (400 mm) diameter steel pipelines beneath
Lake Sakakawea with minimal environmental impact, JDH&A set a few key objectives: 1) to
produce HDD designs that would maximise the constructability of the proposed crossings; 2) to
minimise the risk of an inadvertent drilling fluid release within or adjacent to the lake; and 3) to
provide a reasonable amount of separation between the two pipelines considering the narrow 30 ft (9
m) easement granted by the United States Army Corps of Engineers.
With these goals in mind, the exit point locations were placed on the east side of the lake since that
side was more ideal for pipe stringing and fabrication. The east bank had a long, reasonably flat
right‐of‐way area that stretched out within the surrounding agricultural fields and would enable the
contractor to stage the product pipe in two segments. Having only one tie‐in weld during the
installation would decrease the risk of the pipe becoming stuck during pullback.
For both HDD crossing designs, the entry point locations were placed on the west side of the lake
in a flat agricultural field. The two HDD alignments were separated by a distance of 20 ft (6 m),
with the entry point for the southern design being located 75 ft (23 m) west of the entry point for the
northern design. The northern design utilised entry and exit angles of 10o, a radius of curvature of
4,000 ft (1,220 m), and a depth of 100 ft (30 m) below the lake bottom, resulting in a total length of
11,225 ft (3,421 m). For the southern design, the entry and exit angles were increased to 11o to
provide additional separation between the two profiles, and the designed path extended to a depth of
140 ft (43 m) below the lake bottom resulting in a total length of 11,391 ft (3,472 m).
With the crossing designs completed, the pilot bore tolerances were set such that the installed
pipelines would ultimately remain within the allotted easement while also providing a safe window
during HDD operations so the two crossings could not possibly come into contact with each other.
To add an additional aspect of control, it was decided that the shorter and shallower northern design
would be installed first. This would allow the contractor the option during installation of the
southern design to drill even deeper if needed to maintain a safe separation distance. Considering the
difficulties in accurately steering the pilot bore as the distance from the rig to the drill bit increases,
providing greater than normal pilot bore tolerances can increase the chance of success on a long
HDD installation.
CONSTRUCTION
Construction began on the northern alignment in early June of 2016 and ran through mid‐July.
Michels completed the pilot bore using the drilled intersect technique, which involves drilling a pilot
bore with two rigs from opposite ends of the crossing and ultimately meeting up somewhere in
between. Once finished with the pilot bore, Michels enlarged the hole in a single pass using a 24 in
(610 mm) diameter hole opener. On 16 July, the HDD and pipeline crews successfully worked
together to pull the 16 in (400 mm) diameter welded steel pipe through the reamed hole, completing
the first crossing. Following a two week break, Michels returned to the site and began the second
installation. Roughly a month and a half later, the second 16 in (400 mm) diameter pipeline was
successfully installed beneath the lake.
Commenting on the installation the project team said the State of the art HDD installations can be
completed successfully through the use of proper planning, design and execution. On Paradigm’s
Lake Sakakawea crossings, the project team consisting of Paradigm, J. D. Hair & Associates, Barr
Engineering, and Michels worked together from the initial design phase through the successful
installation of both pipelines. These installations, with lengths exceeding 11,000 ft (3,353 m), mark
a significant achievement in the HDD industry and demonstrate that seemingly impossible crossings
are achievable with the right team in place. Website: www.jdhair.com
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The launch site for the two HDD crossings of Lake Sakakawea.
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PIPE BURSTING RENEWAL OF A DRESDEN COMBINED
WASTEWATER SEWER
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T

he sewerage system in Dresden is
approximately 1,800 km long.
Following the research by Frank Männig,
the director responsible for sewer system
operation at the Stadtentwässerung
Dresden
GmbH
(urban
drainage
corporation), the oldest small sewer
network,
installed
beneath
the
Theaterplatz and still in service, dates far
back into the 18th century. The combined
wastewater sewer in the south-east of
Dresden, leading from the "Am Knie"
road to the "Hepkesstrasse" where it
flows into the main sewer, is not quite as
old but has also been around for about
100 years. Grime, infiltration and rain The GRUNDOBURST 2500G pipe bursting rig in
have left signs of severe damage in their Dresden.
wake over the the decades. Extensive
crack and shard formation forced a decision by the end of 2016 to rehabilitate the old concrete
sewer. In this case, the urban drainage corporation agreed on trenchless renewal using the pipe
bursting method where the old pipe is replaced by a new pipe with the same or larger diameter along
the old pipeline route. Contractor Andreas Petzold e. K. Rohrleitungsbau was commissioned to carry
out the renewal. Petzold decided to go with a GRUNDOBURST rig manufactured by TRACTOTECHNIK to break up the old oval concrete profile and pull in the new circular PP pipe. The fact
that the old oval profile ND 250/375 was expanded to ND 450 for inserting the new PP pipe is
particularly worth mentioning, but it presented absolutely no problems at all for the
GRUNDOBURST rig.
FURTHER REPAIRS NOT POSSIBLE
Approximately 780 km of the sewerage system in Dresden comprises combined wastewater sewers,
roughly half of these are more than 50 years old and 20% are even more than 100 years old. Against
this background, fundamental enlargement and rehabilitation measures of the sewer network had
been carried out in previous years - for instance in a length of 40 m beneath the road "Am Knie" at
the corner of the "Hepkestraße", a residential area with large multi-family houses. The old ND
250/375 concrete pipe, lying 3 m deep, had been repaired again and again and fixed with concrete
plugs. "Because of the advanced damage, further repair measures - like lining - were out of the
question." said Andreas Petzold, owner of the pipeline civil engineering company of the same name.
So the people in charge chose to renew the pipe using the static pipe bursting method which has
been reliably used for the trenchless renewal of pressure and free gradient lines over the past 30
years and more.
PULLING RIG WITH POWER RESERVES
To get the job going, a GRUNDOBURST pulling rig which is able to renew damaged old pipes with
circular or oval profiles and diameters up to 1,200 mm without trenches, was installed in a machine
pit with dimensions of 9 x 2.5 m. The pull-in pit was excavated at the same time at the other end of
the bursting run. At first, the pipe bursting rig pushed the bursting rods through the old pipe and up
to the pull-in pit. As soon as the cutting and expanding tools, made according to specifications by
TRACTO-TECHIK, and the new PP pipe were linked to the rods, the actual pull-in process was
started. With a pulling force of approximately 60 t to a maximum of 180 t, the cutting and
expanding tools with the new pipe attached were pulled through the old pipe. During the course of
this action, the concrete fragments were pushed
into the surrounding ground. Whenever required,
the rig can work up a pulling force of up to 2,500
kN (pushing force 1,055 kN). "For us, the
possibility to fall back on the considerable
pulling force reserves was of uttermost
importance." said Petzold. With the highperformance and robust GRUNDOBURST
2500G and its cutting blades, the pipe bursting
run encountered no difficulties. Petzold said: "In
The ND 500 expansion head bursting the old
oval profile concrete pipe.
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spite of the many concrete plugs inside the
pipe, going through was like cutting
through butter."
GOOD ARGUMENTS
The Quick-Lock rods also worked in
favour of a rapid execution of the
installation because they do not have to be
screwed on but are simply clicked
together, forming a tight connection.
These rods even allow driving slightly
bent radii. With these advantages, the
bursting process took no more than six
hours. Only the inevitable welding and
cooling periods for the new pipe, when the The expansion head with the new PP pipe attached
single pipes were joined together, forced arrives at the machine pit completing the bursting
the crew to interrupt bursting. In the run.
course of sleeve welding with an
incorporated heating element, the PP pipes were connected under pressure in a thermoplastic
condition. The effective handling of the Quick-Lock rods which allows shorter installation and setup times was not the only argument for applying the static pipe bursting method. Neither roads nor
pavements need to be broken up, the costs for surface restoration are eliminated and the road and
pedestrian traffic is much less affected. Another advantage is that a new line path is not required and
the work space needed can be kept within limits. Last but not least, the ecological plus factors count.
There is no need for moving large amounts of soil. Tree roots are treated with care and long-term
damage due to ground subsidence or groundwater influence is almost ruled out completely.
"Additionally, we believe that pipe replacement using the static pipe bursting method can save 15 to
40% of the costs when compared to open-cut methods." added Philipp Schumacher, Product
Manager at TRACTO-TECHNIK.
After establishing the machine and pull-in pit on two subsequent days, the actual pipe bursting
started and only a few hours later it was completed successfully to the full satisfaction of all
concerned. So now nothing stands in the way of utilisation for the sewer line over coming decades.
Website: www.tracto-technik.com
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on a wide variety of
trenchless equipment across
the UK and Ireland.
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ASSET MANAGEMENT, MAPPING & SURVEY
For General Information on Asset Management, Mapping & Survey click here

e-SAFE SERVICE AVOIDANCE TOOL - THE NEXT GENERATION

T

he e-Safe All Service Avoidance Tool from
PipeHawk plc has, in just a few short years, become
a fundamental part of the safe digging process at many
Water and Power companies, Construction contractors
and Utility workers around the world since its first
appearance at the 2013 No-Dig Down Under show in
Sydney, Australia. This success has been largely due to
its uncomplicated design, easy operator interface and
cost effectiveness. Since then, PipeHawk has continued
to enhance the versatility of the e-Safe system by adding
new features and accessories, many of these as a result of
feedback from existing users.
In 2014 came the MAX ‘Off Road’ kit, enabling use to
be extended to sites with more variable and undulating
ground conditions than the typical street environment.
This was followed in Spring 2015 with e-Safe+ the first
standalone variant. This brought Instant Depth
Estimation and Chronos Masking, the latter an
innovative feature providing an effortless way to check
for services stacked one beneath the other, at any given
point. Then in Autumn of the same year came the eSafeLOG variant, bringing with it the first Supervisory
feature. A downloadable ‘Log’ of Operator usage
providing date and time of each use, approximate
location coordinates, generated by an on-board GPS and The new e-SafePRO ready for action
a record of each function used by the operator including with the colour coded display making
easy reading of the survey data by the
distance and depth readings where taken.
operator.
Over the course of 2016 came the introduction of a
second wave of Supervisory features including an 8-stage Power On Self Test, and an Automated
Service Log, providing visual colour coded confirmation of the systems current Service Status.
Now, in 2017, PipeHawk has released e-SafePRO its latest and most significant variant to date and
set to be the flagship of the e-Safe range bringing a host of new features and enhancements
including:

Auto Data Hold feature: Retains up to five times more detail in view than previously
available.

Choice of Three (3) different deployment methods ‘Baseline’, ‘Syncline’ and
‘Switchback’: Provides greater flexibility of use over diverse site conditions.

Updates to the Chronos Masking feature: Now equipped with a 4-stage, surface-down
process that makes it even more intuitive to use.

‘TrackBack’ enhancement to Depth Estimation: A significant addition providing
opportunity to track depth estimations taken at points in
live data, back through similar points still held in
memory, in order to gain greater clarity on the likely line
and depth of potential services routes identified by the
operator.
There is even more good news for the many businesses
already using e-Safe systems as part of their daily site
safety routine, with the announcement that PipeHawk
has now made it possible to upgrade existing e-Safe
systems to this latest specification; at a fraction of the
cost of total replacement, courtesy of a new upgrade
service available through the PipeHawk Reseller
Network.
For those using multiple e-Safe systems within large,
nationwide fleet operations, or running equipment hire
operations, this news will be particularly welcome as the
savings will become substantial with scale.
One thing that PipeHawk has not changed however;
just as with every other PipeHawk system, this latest
e-Safe variant is designed, manufactured and assembled
in the UK and therefore underpinned with British
engineering excellence. Website: www.pipehawk.com
Detail of the e-SafePRO display.
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Hammerhead piercing, bursting
& ramming products are used
by contractors worldwide to
install or replace fibre,
communication, water, sewer
and gas lines with minimal
disruption to landscapes,
structures and traffic flow.

Suppliers of Directional Drills,
AXIS® Guided Boring
System, Mixing Systems,
Digital Location Systems, Rock
Drilling, Tooling and
Accessories, Impact Moles and
Vacuum Excavation systems
across the UK and Ireland.

Ditch Witch
UK & Ireland
All Terrain ‘ROCK’ Directional
Drills, HDD Training, Mixing/
Recycling Systems, HDD Drilling
Fluids, Drill Pipe, Backreamers,
Tri-Hawk Tooling,
HDD Guidance Systems,
Utility Locators,
Vac Systems, Trenchers,
Vibratory Ploughs.
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UKSTT NEWS

THE UKSTT ANNUAL DINNER AND AWARDS CEREMONY 2017
This year, UKSTT is pleased to announce that the UKSTT Annual Dinner & Awards Ceremony will be held in
Leeds in association with a No-Dig Roadshow.

Venue: The Met Hotel, King Street, West YorkshireLS1 2HQ

Date 19 October 2017

Dress Code: Black Tie

Ticket Prices: Early Bird Rate, before 18th August 2017 £90 per ticket (exc. VAT)

Price after the Early Bird £100 per ticket (exc. VAT)
For further information please contact Lynn Maclachlan on 01926 513773 or email: admin@ukstt.org.uk
Sponsorship Packages available – contact Chantel Avis: cavis@westrade.co.uk
PIPELINE CONDITION ASSESSMENT MASTERCLASS – 21 SEPTEMBER 2017
Venue: National Motorcycle Museum, West Midlands.
PROGRAMME HIGHLIGHTS
Pipeline Condition Assessment – Introduction and overview of techniques - Guy Cleveland,
MWH Global
Condition Assessment of Old Cast Iron Water Mains - Charles Ashdown
ElectroScan – Concept, Use, and Benefits - Chuck Hansen, ElectroScan
A Client’s Perspective of Condition Assessment - Julian Britton, Wessex Water
Use of Disparate Information, data analysis and Management - Martin Long, MWH Global
Continuous Monitoring of Pipeline Condition - Stewart Husband, University of Sheffield
Case Studies of Condition Assessment in Hong Kong - Ian Vickridge, UKSTT Chairman
The event is supported by Future Water Association and Pipeline Industries Guild
LEEDS ROADSHOW – in conjunction with UKSTT Annual Dinner and Awards Ceremony – 19 October 2017
Venue: The Met Hotel, Leeds, LS1 2HQ
Call for abstracts deadline date – 24 August 2017
Abstracts welcome in the areas of ‘New Lay and Rehabilitation’ Inspection & Surveying’ and ‘Innovation’. Interested parties
should email abstracts to admin@ukstt.org.uk
CHAIRMANS ‘QUIZ & BUFFET NIGHT’ – 28 September 2017. In support of World Trenchless Day, UKSTT is holding a
Quiz and Buffet night at the Star & Garter, Leamington Spa. The AGM and Council meeting are being held earlier in the day in
which all members are all invited to.
Venue: - The Star and Garter, Leamington Spa. For more information contact admin@ukstt.org.uk
CHARITY GOLF DAY
Following the success of our inaugural Charity Golf Day last year, Future Water Association and UKSTT are delighted to be
holding another Charity Golf Day on 13 September 2017. Join industry colleagues and representatives from UKSTT and Future
Water Association for a fantastic days golf and unique networking opportunity, whilst helping to raise funds for a great charity,
The Edward’s Trust.
The Warwickshire Golf and Country Club boasts two superb 18 hole championship golf courses situated in the middle of 465
acres. Our teams will be playing the Kings course which offers a real challenge for golfers of all abilities to enjoy some fun and
friendly competition.
The format will be teams of 4 people in an 18 hole Stableford competition. Like last year there will be prizes for the overall
competition, nearest the pin and longest drive.
Breakfast rolls, tea and coffee will be available upon arrival and the day will be followed by a three course evening dinner
where the prize winners will be announced.
Eight (8) teams have signed up so far including MSC Associates, PMP Utilities, VIP-Polymers, Edwards’ Trust, WRc,
Hydrosave Ltd, MK Surveys and MH20 Consultancy Ltd.
Golf Day entry fees per team of 4:

UKSTT and Future Water Association Members: £475.00 +vat

Non-members: £575.00 +vat
Further details can be found on the website: www.ukstt.org.uk or by calling Lynn on 01926 513773

MEMBERS NEWS
NATIONAL SKILLS ACADEMY FOR POWER SAFETY AWARD FOR
MORRISON UTILITY SERVICES
Morrison Utility Services (MUS) Group Health and Safety Manager Richard McCullough has been named
2017 Safety Person of the Year at the National Skills Academy for Power (NSAP) People in Power
Awards.
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Richard received the award for leading the development of the MUS
Lone Worker App. The bespoke app was launched in 2016 and is now
being used on several MUS client contracts, providing significant new
safety measures for operatives working in isolation or out of hours.
Presenting the award, the NSAP awards judging panel stated: “Richard
is a highly experienced and motivated individual, who led by example as
the Group Health and Safety Manager. The judges credited Richard’s
innovative thinking in leading the development of a lone worker app.
Since then, the development of the bespoke app has set a new health and
safety benchmark for the sector - the first of its kind by a UK utility contractor.
“Richard showed great initiative by underlining the importance of an inclusive approach and collaborative
working. The app is now an important safety tool for Morrison Utility Services operatives, providing
additional safety and a greater peace of mind.”
The People in Power Awards aim to celebrate the achievements of the leading lights in the power
industry. The awards ceremony, hosted by comedian Rory Bremner, took place on 15 June at the Hilton at
St. George’s Park, Burton on Trent.
MORRISON UTILITY SERVICES UNVEILS FLEET INNOVATION FOR MORE
SUSTAINABLE UTILITY HIGHWAY REINSTATEMENT PROCESS
Morrison Utility Services (MUS), the UK’s largest, dedicated,
independent utility service provider, has, in conjunction with sister
company M Group Services Plant & Fleet Solutions, developed a
bespoke and fully-sustaining mobile asphalt unit that is set to pave the
way for a smarter, more sustainable approach to utility highway
reinstatement.
The purpose-built Roadmender DBP250 features several design
innovations, conceived and developed to deliver significant benefits
for both clients and the general public.
The operational advantages will include faster closure of works and,
consequently, reduced disruption for utility company customers and other road users. Clients will also
benefit from the increased potential for MUS reinstatement teams to undertake work at any time, including
out of hours and public holidays, without having to factor in asphalt plant locations and opening times.
The self-sustaining design of the unit will lead to significant environmental benefits including reduced
waste material and significantly reduced fuel usage and carbon emissions resulting from fewer journeys to
and from asphalt plants.
With space to accommodate all tools, plant, water and equipment, as well as segregated rear storage areas
for over 2,000 kg of palletised material and waste material, no trailers or additional support vehicles will be
required.
The modified design will also provide MUS reinstatement teams with the flexibility to produce the
required quantity of high-quality, hot-mix asphalt on-site, as and when required and at the correct
temperature for ideal compaction.
Jeremy Harrison, Director of M Group Services Plant and Fleet Solutions, comments: “This investment,
and the subsequent work that has been undertaken to enhance the unit’s design, provides our reinstatement
teams with a tailor-made, purpose-built vehicle totally different to anything currently being used in the
UK’s highways.
“We believe that the introduction of this bespoke vehicle will provide a vastly improved service for our
clients and a significantly improved experience for their customers who will benefit from faster
reinstatement and reduced disruption.
“Safety has also been a key consideration, with the design incorporating several additional features
including; bespoke access, egress and fall from height equipment; a system of cameras, side sensors, and
audio and visual warning signals to alert both the driver and cyclists and pedestrians; and the fitment of side
and downward-facing reverse lights to assist with parking and visibility of pedestrians. It is also engineered
to minimise manual handling of the material, with no requirement to carry or raise the bags above waist
height.
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OTHER NEWS & EVENTS
EVENTS:
UKSTT/FWA Joint Golf Day – The Warwickshire 13 September 2017
Condition Assessment Masterclass – Birmingham 21 September 2017
Chairmans Curry & Quiz night in support of World Trenchless Day – Leamington Spa 28 September 2017
No-Dig Roadshow – Leeds 19 October 2017
UKSTT Annual Dinner & Awards Ceremony – Leeds 19 October 2017
No-Dig Roadshow – Dublin March 2018
Other Supported Events
Flood Expo – London 27 to 28 September 2017

ISTT AFFILIATED SOCIETY NEWS
NO-DIG DOWN UNDER 2017 - Sept 12 to 15, 2017 - Gold Coast, Australia. Details from: www.nodigdownunder.com
TRENCHLESS WORLD CONGRESS 2017 - September 25-27 - Medellin, Colombia.
Details from: www.nodigcolombia.com

JOIN TODAY
Join the UKSTT and become part of the International Society for Trenchless Technology. Members are entitled to access the
services provided on the ISTT website to include free downloads of technical papers and reports from the Technical Resource
Centre TRC. Members also receive quarterly mailings of Trenchless International (TI) - ISTT’s official magazine. To find out all
of the benefits that your company could receive take a look at the website www.ukstt.org.uk/ or speak to Lynn on 01926 513773
or email admin@ukstt.org.uk
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EVENTS AND MEETINGS
ISTT LAUNCHES INTERNATIONAL NO-DIG SOUTH AFRICA 2018

W

estrade Group has released details for the ISTT’s
36th Annual International No-Dig Conference
and Exhibition which will take place between 8 and 9
October 2018 at the Cape Town Convention Centre
(CTICC), South Africa. The event will be hosted by the
Southern African Society for Trenchless Technology
(SASTT).
The ISTT Trenchless International No-Dig
Conference and Exhibition is a much-anticipated fixture
in the event calendar which brings together engineers,
planners, consultants, contractors and operators from all
over the world that specialise in the installation and ISTT International No-Dig events are
refurbishment of underground utilities. The conference a massive draw to utilities and services
programme provides a mix of technical sessions, a engineers from around the world.
lively and informative exhibition of the very latest
products, services and technology and is a unique opportunity for the industry to come together and
exchange ideas with like-minded professionals.
The two-day event will showcase newly-launched machinery and products and offer international
suppliers an opportunity to market their products to visitors from South Africa and the surrounding
regions. Among the displays will be the Horizontal Directional Drilling equipment (HDD), pipe
rammers, pipe bursters, pipe inspection, CCTV surveying, pipes and lining materials, cleaning
equipment and consulting services amongst many others.
Commenting on the event launch, Paul Harwood, Managing Director of Westrade Group, said:
“We are thrilled to be announcing this highly-respected event to be hosted in Cape Town, an event
which continues to be the only one of its kind on the African continent to focus on Trenchless
Technology. South Africa has a huge programme of new infrastructure installations planned in
addition to the current and extensive renovation to its underground services and as such, was a
logical choice of host. We are particularly excited that, for the first time, we will be offering day
tours, overnight tours and private packages to Cape Town and its stunning environs as part of the
programme. This provides an additional and unique opportunity for sponsors, exhibitors and
delegates to network in a more informal environment.” Website: www.nodigsouthafrica.com
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Westrade Group Ltd is an
independent company
specialising in trade exhibition
and conference organisation.
Events include the
'TRENCHLESS ' and
'NO-DIG' series across Europe,
the Middle East, Asia and
Africa.
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EVENTS AND MEETINGS
2017

August 16-17
Asset Management for Critical Infrastructure
Summit 2017 - Sydney, Australia.
Details from:
www.assetmanagementforcriticalinfrastructure.com.au
September 7-8
International Congress on Underground Structure,
Water Management and Trenchless Technology Istanbul, Turkey.
Details from: www.icuwt.com
September 12-15
No-Dig Down Under 2017 - Gold Coast, Australia.
Details from: www.nodigdownunder.com
September 25-27
Trenchless World Congress - Medellin, Colombia.
Details from: www.nodigcolombia.com
October 11-12
NSTT No-Dig Event – Nijkerk, The Netherlands
Details from: www.no-dig-event.nl
October 19
No-Dig Roadshow 2017 - Leeds, UK
Details from: www.westrade.co.uk
December 6-7
STUVA Expo 2017 - Stuttgart, Germany.
Details from: www.stuva-expo.com
December 8-9
No-Dig India Show 2017 - Bengaluru, India
Details from: www.indstt.com

2018

January 31 - February 1
Global Composites - Las Vegas, USA.
Details from: www.globalcompositesconference.com
March 13-16
BAUMA CONEXPO AFRICA - Johannesburg, S. Africa
Details from: www.bcafrica.com
March 25-29
No-Dig Show (NASTT) - Palm Springs, USA
Details from: www.nodigshow.com
May 7-8
Trenchless Asia 2018 - Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Details from: www.trenchlessasia.com
September 18-20
No-Dig Live 2018 - Peterborough, UK.
Details from: www.westrade.co.uk
October 8-9
International No-Dig South Africa – Cape Town, South
Africa
Details from: www.nodigsouthafrica.com
If you have an event, course or meeting scheduled and would
like to add it to this listing please forward details to:
ian@nodigmedia.co.uk
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